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 Aim:
◦ To show that the OJ -(i)-wor- construction

was not only a progressive, but also a resultative

 Structure:
◦ 1. Introduction

◦ 2. Previous accounts

◦ 3. Analysis of -(i)-wor-

◦ 4. Conclusion
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 The Infinitive (連用形) of a verb followed by
the verb wor- ‘be sitting, be still’
◦ e.g. iri-wori, mati-woreba, kwopwi-wora-mu

 There are only 54 attestations
◦ Compare: 948 attestations of Perfective -(i)n-

(完了の助動詞「ヌ」)
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2. VERBS
aspectual potential

3. CONSTRUCTIONS
aspectual function

1. UTTERANCE
aspectual type
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達成 到達

活動 状態



 Verbs do not have a fixed aspectual type
◦ The same verb may be used in utterances of

different aspectual types (see examples 3 and 5)

 A verb has aspectual potential:
◦ the particular combination of meanings it has in

different aspect constructions

 Verbs with similar aspectual potential can be
grouped into classes
◦ In Old Japanese, the combinations of verbs with the

major aspect constructions produce five classes
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 Grammatical aspect constructions have
aspectual functions, for example:
◦ Resultatives express the result states of change-of-

state verbs

◦ Progressives express activity verbs as transitory
states

 Some constructions occur in many languages:
◦ resultative (結果相)

◦ progressive (進行相)

◦ perfective (完結相)

◦ perfect (完了相)
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 Resultative of accomplishment verb nar- ‘become’:
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 Progressive of activity verb sayag- ‘rustle’:
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 -(i)-wor- is usually called a ‘progressive’, e.g.
by Vovin (2009) and Frellesvig (2010)
◦ It is seen as a construction formed on activity verbs

like the English Progressive -ing

◦ This is correct for the examples where it combines
with activity verbs (e.g. katarap- ‘talk’, mat- ‘wait’)

 But it is also found with accomplishment,
achievement, and inceptive state verbs
◦ e.g. ir- ‘enter’, sok- ‘become parted’, komor- ‘be

shut up’

◦ In most cases these cannot be interpreted as
progressives with -(i)-wor-
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 According to Watanabe (2008), the non-
progressive examples are lexical

 This means that strings like iri wori must be
interpreted as sequential events, e.g. ‘go in
and be sitting’ or ‘go in and be still’
◦ But a resultative interpretation always makes better

sense than a ‘lexical’ one

◦ (See example on slide 21)
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 According to Kinsui (2006), non-activity
verbs that appear with -(i)-wor- are behaving
as activity verbs in this construction
◦ But these verbs do not behave like activity verbs in

any other constructions

◦ They have a different aspectual potential from
activity verbs

 There is a more economical explanation
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 Like Imperfective -yer- (完了の助動詞「リ」) and
Periphrastic Imperfective -(i)te ar- (完了の助動
詞「タリ」), the -(i)-wor- construction is
◦ progressive with activity verbs

◦ resultative with accomplishment, achievement, and
inceptive state verbs

 The aspectual type of both is state:
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 The following verbs that -(i)-wor- combines
with appear to be activity verbs:
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 When -(i)-wor- combines with activity verbs
it is progressive:
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 The following verbs that -(i)-wor- combines
with appear to be accomplishment or
achievement verbs:
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 When -(i)-wor- combines with directed
change verbs it is resultative:
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 ki-iri-wori, iri-wori, and soki-wori here
denote result states
◦ This makes -(i)-wor- resultative

 A lexical interpretation of wori makes no
sense
◦ the meanings ‘be sitting’ and ‘be still’ are irrelevant

to the poems



 The following verbs that -(i)-wor- combines
with appear to be inceptive state verbs:
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 When -(i)-wor- combines with inceptive state
verbs it is resultative:

 These verbs can denote both an achievement
and a state
◦ Here they denote states

◦ -(i)-wor- can be interpreted as a resultative
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 In Old Japanese -(i)-wor- has both
progressive and resultative functions:
◦ 65% are progressive

◦ 35% are resultative

 Similar functions as Imperfective -yer- (完了
の助動詞「リ」), but in different proportions:
◦ 28% are progressive

◦ 72% are resultative/stative/perfect
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